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Sarah's Notebook
Profiles the life and career of the award-winning
Japanese author famous for works of both fiction and
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nonfiction.

Sunlight on the Grass
This personal notebook is packed with 100 lined
pages for all of your work, school, and home writing
needs! Keep your daily thoughts and activities at your
fingertips for fast, easy reference! Convenient 6x9
size fits easily into purse or bag for all of your on-thego note taking! Crisp, clean white paper, will hold
your to-do lists, meeting or class notes, track
schedules, brainstorming ideas, and more! Great gift
idea for friend, co-worker, stocking stuffer or gift
basket! Economical but much appreciated gift! Huge
value! 100 pages! Room to write, plan, and organize!
Gloss Cover features WWII artwork "Rosie the Riveter"

Perfect Secret Love: The Bad New Wife is
a Little Sweet 1 Anthology
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol
Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker,
both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive
insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency
with shocking new reporting and insight into its
implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J.
Trump's march to the presidency on July 21, 2016,
when he accepted the Republican presidential
nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he
described as a fallen nation. Yet over the subsequent
years, as he has undertaken the actual work of the
commander in chief, it has been hard to see beyond
the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and constant
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bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake Trump's
first term for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but
there were patterns to his behavior and that of his
associates. The universal value of the Trump
administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to
the president himself - and Trump's North Star has
been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it
meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful
democracy. Leonnig and Rucker, with deep and
unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell
of rages and frenzies but also moments of courage
and perseverance. Relying on scores of exclusive new
interviews with some of the most senior members of
the Trump administration and other firsthand
witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth president
up close, taking readers inside Robert Mueller's
Russia investigation as well as the president's own
hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal defense.
Here for the first time certain officials who have felt
honor-bound not to publicly criticize a sitting
president or to divulge what they witnessed in a
position of trust tell the truth for the benefit of history.
This peerless and gripping narrative reveals President
Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how
decision making in his administration has been driven
by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and selfaggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the
story of how an unparalleled president has scrambled
to survive and tested the strength of America's
democracy and its common heart as a nation.

The 100 Most Significant Events in
American Business: An Encyclopedia
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You’ve just passed someone on the street who could
be the love of your life, the person you’re destined for
– what do you do? In Murakami’s world, you tell them
a story. The five weird and wonderful tales collected
here each unlock the many-tongued language of
desire, whether it takes the form of hunger, lust,
sudden infatuation or the secret longings of the heart.
Selected from Haruki’s Murakami’s short story
collections The Elephant Vanishes, Blind Willow
Sleeping Woman, Men Without Women VINTAGE
MINIS: GREAT MINDS. BIG IDEAS. LITTLE BOOKS. A
series of short books by the world’s greatest writers
on the experiences that make us human Also in the
Vintage Minis series: Love by Jeanette Winterson
Psychedelics by Aldous Huxley Eating by Nigella
Lawson Summer by Laurie Lee

100% Perfect Girl
The Detroit Tigers, an umpire, a pitcher, and a
mistake—one of the “classic, human, baseball stories”
(Ken Burns, creator of the PBS mini-series Baseball).
The perfect game is one of the rarest
accomplishments in sports. In nearly four hundred
thousand contests in over 130 years, it has happened
only twenty times. On June 2, 2010, Armando
Galarraga threw baseball’s twenty-first. Except that’s
not how it entered the record books. That’s because
Jim Joyce, voted the best umpire in the game in 2010
and 2011, missed the call on the final out. But rather
than throwing a tantrum, Galarraga simply turned and
smiled, went back to the mound, and finished the
game. “Nobody’s perfect,” he said later in the locker
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room. “You might think everything that could have
been said, replayed, and revealed about that night
has already been uttered, logged, and exposed. You
would, however, be as wrong as the unfortunate Mr.
Joyce” (The Detroit News). In Nobody’s Perfect,
Galarraga and Joyce come together to tell the
personal story of a remarkable game that will live
forever in baseball lore, and to trace their fascinating
lives in sports. The result is “a masterpiece”, an
absorbing insider’s look at two careers in baseball, a
tremendous achievement, and an enduring moment
of pure grace and sportsmanship (The Huffington
Post).

100 Perfect Hair Days
Thank you very much for getting started with this
book! You are reading this now because I hope you
have the chance to feel the love, peace, and joy I feel.
If you read one chapter each day, you might be
amazed before you are halfway through! You get 28
chapters in this book designed to be read one day at
a time in the morning, throughout the day, or at
night. I do this myself each day and share in my voice
what I am learning in my daily journey of being the
best person I can be today. Here are the titles for the
28 chapters in this book. From reading these, you can
get a great idea of what this book will help you with!
1.Amazing things happen in appreciating the now.
2.How to thrive by taking your own advice. 3.Are you
praying for help? You will receive it. 4.How to deal
with uncertainty when you don't know. 5.Take your
pick: choosing to be happy or sad. 6.How to take
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responsibility for your emotions and thrive. 7.How to
tackle your problems right now. 8.Achieving
happiness with positive affirmations every day.
9.Feeling tired? Create an uplifting daily self-care
routine. 10.What could you gain from slowing down
life? 11.How to continue consistent persistence every
day. 12.Do you appreciate what you have today?
13.The benefits of sharing problems with others.
14.One easy solution to improving your mood. 15.How
a daily prayer affirmation can improve your life.
16.Reality in the downside of wishful thinking. 17.You
do make a unique impact in life. 18.Time travel is real
- go backwards or forwards in time to appreciate now.
19.How can I love the people already in my life?
20.The key to overcoming fear with faith. 21.How to
enjoy the journey as much as the destination.
22.Happiness challenge: how to master your
mindfulness while sick. 23.Gaining peace in accepting
your circumstances. 24.Perfect positioning: the right
place at the right time in life. 25.How to treat
emotional pain by eliminating physical pain.
26.Getting things done: how to get started on your
goals. 27.How to simplify your lifestyle and have more
than before. 28.How to be optimistic about death.
Thank you for reading this book and I hope you enjoy
it as much as I did creating it! Sincerely, Jerry Banfield

Contemporary Literature of Asia
A 100-page, perfect-bound notebook, with neatlylined interior pages. This is just one of many
personalised notebooks from Silly Notebooks. If you
want a notebook with a different name or animal on
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it, or if you have a photo you would like on the cover,
or any other design for that matter, then please
contact the team at Silly Notebooks. Unfortunately, I
cannot place links on here to the Silly Notebooks
website, where you can also have a look at some of
the other notebooks available on Amazon, so you will
need to do an Internet search for Silly Notebooks.
Please feel free to contact us with whatever ideas you
have for your own personalised notebook and we will
try to help. We look forward to hearing from you.

A Very Stable Genius
Vintage Readers are a perfect introduction to some of
the greatest modern writers presented in attractive,
accessible paperback editions. “Murakami’s bold
willingness to go straight over the top is a signal
indication of his genius. . . . A world-class writer who
has both eyes open and takes big risks.” —The
Washington Post Book World Not since Yukio Mishima
and Yasunari Kawabata has a Japanese writer won the
international acclaim enjoyed by Haruki Murakami.
His genre-busting novels, short stories and reportage,
which have been translated into 35 languages, meld
the surreal and the hard-boiled, deadpan comedy and
delicate introspection. Vintage Murakami includes the
opening chapter of the international bestseller
Norwegian Wood; “Lieutenant Mamiya’s Long Story:
Parts I and II” from his monumental novel The WindUp Bird Chronicle; “Shizuko Akashi” from
Underground, his non-fiction book on the Toyko
subway attack of 1995; and the short stories “Barn
Burning,” “Honeypie.” Also included, for the first time
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in book form, the short story, “Ice Man.”

The Complete Practical Distiller
In 1982, Sue Grafton introduced Kinsey Millhone.
Today, Kinsey is an icon of detective fiction and her
creator is at the top of her form. This collection is both
a look at Sue Grafton’s own early life in the guise of
the character Kit Blue, and a fascinating glimpse of
Kinsey Millhone in nine tales featuring “the spunkiest,
funniest, and most engaging private investigator [in]
the entire detective novel genre.”—Entertainment
Weekly

The 100
Edited by regional experts, this anthology of
contemporary Asian literature offers a broad selection
of recent fiction, drama, and poetry in the best
translations -- many otherwise unavailable in English
in North America. It focuses on the contemporary
literature from India, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, the
Philippines, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan,
and Vietman; focuses on post-colonial writing -- with
most selections written since 1960 -- that reveals the
cultural, social, and political concerns of today's
emerging and newly-independent nations; and
provides introductory essays for each major section -written by regional experts who chose the selections
that offer brief histories, cultural information, and
literary background essential in understanding the
works.
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We Can Do It!
This book, The Perfect Gift, is a glimpse into the lives
of families of children and adults with special needs.
These stories are ones of hope, healing, faith, joy,
perseverance and unwavering trust. Each person,
whether disabled or not, is a perfect gift from God. Be
inspired and have your faith ignited as you read about
the interactions of God with these most precious gifts.

This Thing Between Us
A list of the one hundred most influential people in
history features descriptions of the careers,
contributions, and accomplishments of the political
and religious leaders, inventors, writers, artists, and
others who changed the course of history.
Simultaneous.

The Elephant Vanishes
This unsettling and illuminating history reveals how
Germany's fractured republic gave way to the Third
Reich, from the formation of the Nazi party to the rise
of Hitler. Amid the ravages of economic depression,
Germans in the early 1930s were pulled to political
extremes both left and right. Then, in the spring of
1933, Germany turned itself inside out, from a deeply
divided republic into a one-party dictatorship. In
Hitler's First Hundred Days, award-winning historian
Peter Fritzsche offers a probing account of the pivotal
moments when the majority of Germans seemed, all
at once, to join the Nazis to construct the Third Reich.
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Fritzsche examines the events of the period -- the
elections and mass arrests, the bonfires and gunfire,
the patriotic rallies and anti-Jewish boycotts -- to
understand both the terrifying power the National
Socialists exerted over ordinary Germans and the
powerful appeal of the new era they promised. Hitler's
First Hundred Days is the chilling story of the
beginning of the end, when one hundred days
inaugurated a new thousand-year Reich.

Story Boat
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl,
and a princess named Pea come together in Kate
DiCamillo's Newbery Medal–winning tale. Welcome to
the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in
love with music, stories, and a princess named Pea. It
is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in
the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And
it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving
girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These
three characters are about to embark on a journey
that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up
into a glittering castle, and, ultimately, into each
other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo
would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With
black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by
Timothy Basil Ering.

Exploring Literature
Hope Dies Last is the true story of twenty-something
Eleni Zoe's pursuit of love, a boy who will sit still with
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her for a while and the perfect mantra. As a selfconfessed perpetual singleton, she shares her
tragicomic stories as if she's whispering her heart out
to you over a girly dinner. From first kisses and what
sex is really like to bruised egos and broken hearts,
Eleni asks the questions we each have on our quest
for love. The difference is, she's also got some
answers.

Hitler's First Hundred Days
Exploring Literature invites students to connect with
works of literature in light of their own experiences
and, ultimately, put those connections into writing.
With engaging selections, provocative themes, and
comprehensive coverage of the writing process,
Madden's anthology is sure to capture the reader's
imagination. Exploring Literature opens with five
chapters dedicated to reading and writing about
literature. An anthology follows, organized around five
themes. Each thematic unit includes a rich diversity of
short stories, poems, plays, and essays, as well as a
case study to help students explore literature from
various perspectives.

Desire
This reference book details the top 100
groundbreaking events in the history of American
business, featuring case studies of successful
companies who challenged traditional operating
paradigms, historical perspectives on labor laws,
management practices, and economic climates, and
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an examination of the impact of these influences on
today's business practices. • Chronology of key
events in the history of American business from 1630
to the present • Helpful sidebars of the evolution of
key terms used today • Comprehensive index
includes category, company names, personal names,
and cross references to other events • Suggestions
for further reading for each article • 10 relevant
charts and tables • Appendix of relevant sources • 80
key primary documents supporting major events in
American business

Birthday Girl
Includes the story "Barn Burning" which is now the
basis for the major motion picture Burning In the tales
that make up The Elephant Vanishes, the imaginative
genius that has made Haruki Murakami an
international superstar is on full display. In these
stories, a man sees his favorite elephant vanish into
thin air; a newlywed couple suffers attacks of hunger
that drive them to hold up a McDonald’s in the middle
of the night; and a young woman discovers that she
has become irresistible to a little green monster who
burrows up through her backyard. By turns haunting
and hilarious, in The Elephant Vanishes Murakami
crosses the border between separate realities—and
comes back bearing remarkable treasures

The Girl in the Flammable Skirt
Lawyers, You Can Revitalize Your Career Starting
Today. Whether you are in law school or a senior
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partner at an Am Law 100 firm, this book can help
you revitalize your career to find the perfect job and
create your ideal career. Benjamin Barton, a law
professor at the University of Tennessee, in his recent
book on the legal profession, stated that only "44
percent of BigLaw lawyers report satisfaction with
their careers." According to a 2014 Gallup poll, only
32.4% of professionals in the United States were
engaged with their jobs. And over 15% were actively
disengaged. There is a disconnect between lawyer's
passions and their work. Some lawyers detest their
jobs. Others tolerate their work for the paycheck.
Either way, these lawyers are detached and
dissatisfied with their jobs. They desire something
deeper and more meaningful in their work and career.
This book can help you revitalize your career and
achieve success, prosperity, and personal fulfillment.
Success, prosperity, and personal fulfillment as you,
and only you, define those terms. The Professional
Prosperity For Lawyers System Through the career
revitalization system in this book, you will use your
strengths to achieve goals reflecting your personal
vision of an ideal career. You will explore jobs aligned
with who you are and create a career path you have
only dreamed of pursuing. Your career revitalization is
based on two central premises. First, lawyers must
view their career as a business. Whether you are a
lawyer at the largest law firm in the world or are a
sole practitioner, you are a business. Your career
should be run like a business. Second, run your
business as an entrepreneur if you want to be
successful, prosperous, and personally fulfilled. If you
want to realize your dreams of a perfect job and ideal
career, the career revitalization process provides the
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framework. Use the framework, follow the process,
and take the actions. You will get your perfect job and
create your ideal career. A career giving you the
freedom to do the work you what you want to do.
When you want to do it. And, with the people you
want to do it with. Imagine getting up in the morning
looking forward to your day. Being rested and full of
energy. Controlling your schedule. Working on
projects that interest and excite you. Collaborating
with people you like and respect. Taking time off to
spend with family and friends. Having time for leisure
activities or working on projects outside your job. This
career revitalization system is grounded in the
practices, processes and actions of many lawyers who
are successful, prosperous and personally fulfilled.
You will live your dreams by implementing the career
revitalization process. Why I Can Help You Revitalize
Your Career I had a successful legal career, developed
a book of business over $3.5 million, was an equity
partner at two Am Law 100 firms, was an in-house
counsel at a publicly traded investment bank, went
from in-house counsel to a law firm partner and left
the law on several occasions. Most importantly, I
know how you can achieve success, prosperity and
personal fulfillment, and I have a strong desire to help
you discover the path to your ideal career and life. I
also endured decades of boredom and stress as a
practicing lawyer. I disliked much of my work and was
frequently disengagement from it. Substance abuse,
bouts of depression, divorce, and financial issues are
part of my career story. And, consideration of suicide
on more than one occasion. I could not enjoy the
fruits of my career "success" story. I am now on a
mission. A mission to help you create an epic career
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of success, prosperity and personal fulfillment. Now is
the time to take action. Start today by buying and
reading this book.

'on Seeing the 100% Perfect Girl One
Beautiful April Morning' by Haruki
Murakami: the Study Guide
¡°How perverted is Si Ye Han's taste? He still wants
me like this?¡± Waking up, she looked at her
reflection in the mirror: explosive wig, tattoos, and
demon-like makeup. Any normal person¡¯s eyes
would burn if they looked at her for more than a
second. Before her rebirth, she was in love with a
different guy, so all she wanted to do was escape
from Si Ye Han and hated him to his core after being
locked up by him. After her rebirth, she looked
differently at him, thinking that maybe he changed for
the better? In the past, her mind was muddled. She
let go of a stunning husband, was hurt by a scumbag
and backstabber and most of all, was brainwashed by
her most trusted friend. In the end, she was utterly
alone. In her current lifetime, there are evil people
scheming and eagerly waiting for her downfall. Sorry,
but this girl won¡¯t fall for the same tricks twice!

Kinsey and Me
100 Perfect Plants
Ryan McMillan believes hard work and perseverance
are the keys to success, not games of chance. When
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he receives an instant lottery ticket, he never expects
to win a dime, much less walk away with the grand
prize.Collette Russo is no stranger to hardship. Loss
has taught her valuable lessons in grace and
modesty, traits Ryan can't help but notice on the
winner's cruise. Collette is the only other passenger
not obsessed with material things and their mutual
humility sparks an attraction neither of them
anticipates. As good fortune continues to favor Ryan,
his relationship with Collette turns into a romance
filled with affection and laughter, and his career
begins to take off. Yet when his loyalty is tested, an
old friendship turns sour.Ryan chalks it up to greed
and arrogance, and finds comfort in Collette's
experience with both. But an unthinkable event
reveals that nothing is as simple as it seems. Envy
and greed threaten to ruin everything.Has Ryan's luck
finally run out? Can he take back control? Will Collette
stand by him in the aftermath?Only time will tell if
love is worth more than money.* Due to language and
sexual content, this book is intended for readers 18
and older.

Haruki Murakami and the Music of Words
We've all gotten bad news. A job lost, failing health,
loss of a loved one. How would you handle a
devastating call you never wanted to receive?
Olympian and WNBA star Swin Cash knows what it
feels like because she's been there too. She's gotten
"the call." Humble Journey: More Precious Than Gold
traces her road from the fateful call in 2008, when
she failed to make the U.S. Olympic team a second
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time, to the call in 2012. Join her on this eventful
journey through her professional and personal life and
discover why the lessons she learned are more
precious than the medal she earned.

The Perfect Gift- Seeing the Child Not
the Condition
Adult Coloring Book Unique Designs to Color!
COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS BEST GIFT
IDEAS This incredible adult coloring book by bestselling artist is the perfect way to relieve stress and
aid relaxation while enjoying beautiful and highly
detailed images. Each coloring page will transport you
into a world of your own while your responsibilities
will seem to fade away Use Any of Your Favorite Tools
Including colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped
markers. One Image Per Page Each image is printed
on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through.
Display Your Artwork You can display your artwork
with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Makes the Perfect
Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and
make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring
together. Buy Now, Coloring, and Relax Scroll to the
top of the page and click the buy button.

The Bus Driver Who Wanted to Be God &
Other Stories
REVISED AND UPDATED WITH NEW MATERIAL ON
AFTER DARK AND MURAKAMI'S FORTHCOMING
WORKSAs a young man, Haruki Murakami played
records and mixed drinks at his Tokyo Jazz club, Peter
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Cat, then wrote at the kitchen table until the sun
came up. He loves

Professional Prosperity for Lawyers
Bring the beauty of National Trust gardens to your
own little patch. Some 80% of people who visit NT
properties do so 'to look at the garden'. And one of
the glories of NT gardens are their incredible beds
and borders – plants that bring colour, drama and
surprises year round. In this book, senior NT gardener
Simon Akeroyd gives you a foolproof plan to get
similar effects in your own garden with 100 key
plants. How to plan, how to plant, how to prune. All of
the plants will be easily available, and he will give
alternatives if you want to mix things up. The book is
organised seasonally, with features on important skills
and tasks for each season - such as testing your soil,
planting bulbs, pruning for winter and so on.

Hope Dies Last
Haruki Murakami
This 1880 work by Dr. M. La Fayette Byrn is the eighth
edition of a hugely popular manual on the distillation
of spirits from a variety of fruits and vegetables.
Providing directions for the distillation and
preparation of brandies and other spirits, this edition
had appended to it M. Flinz's ""Practical Directions for
Distilling,"" a text that had appeared separately in
Paris and which the author felt would provide vital
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information to the reader.

Vintage Murakami
The second edition of this authoritative guide to the
AQA GCSE English short story anthology: 'Sunlight on
the Grass'. This book provides students and teachers
with invaluable guidance on each of these short
stories. Exploring themes, plot, characters, language
and literary devices this book supplies unparalleled
examination of the set stories. Model answers to real
examination questions from 2011 and 2012 are also
provided to give you a feel for the structure and
content required for exam success.

Swimming in a Pool of Peanut Butter
The perfect revision aid for GCSE students taking AQA
English Literature. Please note that all the material in
this book is available in the second edition of 'Sunlight
on the Grass': A Student Guide to the AQA GCSE Short
Story Anthology by Natalie Twigg and David Wheeler ISBN: 978-1494251703.

Finding Peace One Day at a Time
When you have to leave behind almost everything
you know, where can you call home? Sometimes
home is simply where we are: here. A imaginative,
lyrical, unforgettable picture book about the migrant
experience through a child's eyes. When a little girl
and her younger brother are forced along with their
family to flee the home they've always known, they
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must learn to make a new home for themselves -wherever they are. And sometimes the smallest
things -- a cup, a blanket, a lamp, a flower, a story -can become a port of hope in a terrible storm. As the
refugees travel onward toward an uncertain future,
they are buoyed up by their hopes, dreams and the
stories they tell -- a story that will carry them
perpetually forward. This timely, sensitively told story,
written by multiple award--winner Kyo Maclear and
illustrated by Sendak Fellowship recipient Rashin
Kheiriyeh, introduces very young readers in a gentle,
non-frightening and ultimately hopeful way to the
current refugee crisis.

Seven Little Australians
Describes in simple language how children with ADHD
live in and interact with the world. The writer is an
executive at an agency for the differently abled who
has four adopted sons with ADHD.

NightWatch
Loose waves, chic low ponies, natural curls, elegant
updos, classic braids, and more! Expert hairstylist
Jenny Strebe presents 100 fabulous looks in this
essential beauty guide. Illustrated step-by-step
instructions and inspiring fashion photographs make it
easy to replicate professional-level styles at home,
while a "hair spa" section shares tips on
troubleshooting problem hair and choosing the best
products for every hair type. From vintage Gatsby
Waves to the edgy braided Faux Hawk, pretty Flower
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Bun, formal Twisted Chignon, and so much more, this
book has everything needed to make every day a
perfect hair day!

Proceedings of the Parliament of South
Australia
Parker O'Neill is a man with the world at his feet. Son
of the CEO of O'Neill's International, he is ready to
take over as head of the company, once his father
retires in six months' time.However, Parker has
earned himself the ultimate playboy reputation, and
not everyone thinks he is ready to take control of the
company that he was groomed for all his life.Given an
ultimatum that he has to settle down if he wants to
take over from his father; Parker decided the only
way to solve his problem, is to pay someone to play
the part of his dutiful wife.Alice Whitman is a hard
working girl, with a kind heart. Raised by her
grandmother after losing her parents, she knows what
its like to lose everything.Sophia, Alice's
grandmother, is getting older and growing weaker by
the day. Alice is the only one Sophia has, so it falls to
her to do whatever it takes to help her beloved
Gram.When Parker makes Alice an offer he thinks she
can't refuse, he is stunned to find that money doesn't
always mean you get your own way. However, Alice
soon realises Parker might be the one person that can
help her when she needs it most.Can they make their
arrangement work without anyone finding out the
truth, or will this thing between them turn into
something neither of them expected it to be?
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More Than Money
J. Max, ruler of the city-state of Roinne, and Jay Jin, a
would-be artist just entering high school, have
nothing in common, except the fact that they are
falling in love.

James and the Giant Peach
"A collection of wistful, witty stories." --Esquire
"Hilarious, deep and a little bit dirty." --Harper's
Bazaar A grief-stricken librarian decides to have sex
with every man who enters her library. A half-mad,
unbearably beautiful heiress follows a strange man
home, seeking total sexual abandon: He only wants to
watch game shows. A woman falls in love with a
hunchback; when his deformity turns out to be a
prosthesis, she leaves him. A wife whose husband has
just returned from the war struggles with the
heartrending question: Can she still love a man who
has no lips? Aimee Bender's stories portray a world
twisted on its axis, a place of unconvention that
resembles nothing so much as real life, in all its
grotesque, beautiful glory. From the first line of each
tale she lets us know she is telling a story, but the
moral is never quite what we expect. Bender's prose
is glorious: musical and colloquial, inimitable and
heartrending. Here are stories of men and women
whose lives are shaped--and sometimes twisted--by
the power of extraordinary desires, erotic and
otherwise. The Girl in the Flammable Skirt is the
debut of a major American writer. A 1998 New York
Times Notable Book of the Year. Selected by the Los
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Angeles Times as one of the best works of fiction of
1998.

Elephant Coloring Book for Adults
Offers advice on observing the stars and
constellations, discusses useful equipment, and
includes information on the moon, comets, eclipses,
and planets

The Tale of Despereaux
Classic warped and wonderful stories from a “genius”
(The New York Times) and master storyteller. Brief,
intense, painfully funny, and shockingly honest, Etgar
Keret’s stories are snapshots that illuminate with
intelligence and wit the hidden truths of life. As with
the best writers of fiction, hilarity and anguish are the
twin pillars of his work. Keret covers a remarkable
emotional and narrative terrain—from a father’s first
lesson to his boy to a standoff between soldiers
caught up in the Middle East conflict to a slice of life
where nothing much happens. New to Riverhead’s
list, these wildly inventive, uniquely humane stories
are for fans of Etgar Keret’s inimitable style and
readers of transforming, brilliant fiction. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Nobody's Perfect
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! After James Henry
Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros,
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he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and
Sponge. Life there is no fun, until James accidentally
drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and
strange things start to happen. The peach at the top
of the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big
as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized
friends—Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more.
With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling away,
and the great adventure begins! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Humble Journey
She waited on tables as usual that day, her twentieth
birthday. She always worked Fridays, but if things had
gone according to plan on that particular Friday, she
would have had the night off. One rainy Tokyo night,
a waitress’s uneventful twentieth birthday takes a
strange and fateful turn when she’s asked to deliver
dinner to the restaurant’s reclusive owner. Birthday
Girl is a beguiling, exquisitely satisfying taste of
master storytelling, published to celebrate
Murakami’s 70th birthday.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
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